
 

 

 

Pre-Sales Consultant (Entry level) 
 

Product Strategy 

Home/Field based with travel (when permitted) 

 

About the role 

This is a superb opportunity for an ambitious Graduate (or equivalent), with an interest in Software 
Sales and Product Development to join our team as a Pre-Sales Consultant, alongside a group of 
experienced Product Managers and the Head of Product and Strategy for Idox Software.  
 
In this post, you’ll learn to work with customers, drawing insights from all our conversations and 
applying what we learn to the better positioning and sales of Idox specialist software and solutions. 
You’ll quickly get involved in all aspects of client-facing communications work – this will include bid 
preparations, the development of marketing collateral, presentations, coaching and training in Idox 
software and solutions, educating interested customers in our specialist domains in Education, Health, 
Social Care and Facilities Management. All in all, this role will provide a fast-track development 
opportunity for the right person – a fantastic career starter with Idox Software. 
 
To apply, you should be a forward thinking, aspiring professional who can bring excellent practical  
communication skills and the ability to interpret and convey complex information succinctly. With us 
you will learn consulting skills, listening actively to all relevant customers and stakeholders.  
 
Although this is an entry level position, we hope you will bring some relevant commercial experience 
gained through studies, internships or work experience. Business to business sales, product marketing 
or other commercial experience is welcome. In return, Idox will provide many opportunities for you to 
develop, as well as a stable financial environment with work/life balance, supported by a generous 
corporate benefits package. 
 

Key responsibilities 

Product and Strategy support and development 

• Production of marketing materials, video content and presentations 
• Support of pre-sales initiatives, bids and tenders, pre-procurement information gathering 
• Client meetings, working alongside colleagues from Account Management, Product Management 

and Project Management. 
• Present live software demonstrations, coach and educate others 
• Understand and be able to analyse and articulate landscape of competition for each product – swot 

analysis, “sell against” guides 
• Gather customer viewpoints, be able to voice the customers’ perspective inside Idox 

• Participate in special interest groups and curate findings, gather and share knowledge and lessons 
learned. 
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To be successful, you’ll need to bring : 

• A genuine interest in commercial disciplines ; sales, marketing and product development 
• A relevant combination of education or work experience, business to business 
• An understanding of the value of digital transformation in local government and in business 
• Ideally, a proven interest in Public Sector service provision (Education, Health, Social Care, Facilities 

Management) 
• Confidence in the use of marketing and communication software tools such as full Microsoft suite of 

applications (Excel, Powerpoint, Sharepoint, Salesforce CRM) 
• An eye for detail and compliance, able to use ERP system productively 
• Personal drive and energy 
• Flexibility and willingness to travel to meetings, as required.  

 

About Idox 

Our specialist software solutions power the performance of government and industry, driving 
productivity and a better experience for everyone. Built around the user and designed in collaboration 
with experts who have worked through every detail of every process from end-to-end, our hard-
working process engines deliver exceptional functionality and embed workflows that drive efficiency 
and best practice with a long-term focus for regulated environments.  

Through the automation of tasks, the simplification of complex operations, finding scalability as 
operations evolve, and more effective management of information, we help our customers harness the 
power of Digital, so they can do more.  

We employ around 600 staff in the UK and worldwide, including Europe, North America and Asia, so 
some travel to meet colleagues may be required.   

 

Our Values     

 

Along with our core values, we are proud to be an equal opportunities employer. We adopt and 
encourage diversity through an open and inclusive culture that values and respects all our employees, 
customers and communities in which we live, work and are a part of.  
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Our Benefits 
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How to apply 

Please submit a CV, and a short cover letter (maximum 500 words - including salary expectation, and 
current remuneration) explaining why you feel you would be suited to this role to 
join.us@idoxgroup.com  

Please note successful applicants will need to satisfy the BPSS guidelines (Baseline Personnel Security 
Standards) which consist of the receipt of satisfactory references covering the last 3 years of 
employment; an identity check; verification of eligibility to work in the UK; and a Basic Disclosure 
Check. This is in order to help us make safer recruitment decisions. 

Privacy notice 

As part of the recruitment process we will collect data about you in a variety of ways including the 
information you would normally include in a CV or a job application cover letter, or notes made by our 
recruiting officers during a recruitment interview.  

Please read our Recruitment Data Privacy Policy here: https://www.idoxgroup.com/policies 

 
 

 

 
 


